Efficiency of alternative MCMC strategies illustrated using the reaction norm model.
The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) strategy provides remarkable flexibility for fitting complex hierarchical models. However, when parameters are highly correlated in their posterior distributions and their number is large, a particular MCMC algorithm may perform poorly and the resulting inferences may be affected. The objective of this study was to compare the efficiency (in terms of the asymptotic variance of features of posterior distributions of chosen parameters, and in terms of computing cost) of six MCMC strategies to sample parameters using simulated data generated with a reaction norm model with unknown covariates as an example. The six strategies are single-site Gibbs updates (SG), single-site Gibbs sampler for updating transformed (a priori independent) additive genetic values (TSG), pairwise Gibbs updates (PG), blocked (all location parameters are updated jointly) Gibbs updates (BG), Langevin-Hastings (LH) proposals, and finally Langevin-Hastings proposals for updating transformed additive genetic values (TLH). The ranking of the methods in terms of asymptotic variance is affected by the degree of the correlation structure of the data and by the true values of the parameters, and no method comes out as an overall winner across all parameters. TSG and BG show very good performance in terms of asymptotic variance especially when the posterior correlation between genetic effects is high. In terms of computing cost, TSG performs best except for dispersion parameters in the low correlation scenario where SG was the best strategy. The two LH proposals could not compete with any of the Gibbs sampling algorithms. In this study it was not possible to find an MCMC strategy that performs optimally across the range of target distributions and across all possible values of parameters. However, when the posterior correlation between parameters is high, TSG, BG and even PG show better mixing than SG.